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There was no evidence as to where they came from. But he stayed in

the prison. Never said a word, never even told what his name was

and he was released and went back behind the Iron Curtain. But

whatever man is in power, he has the control and everyone else

lives in constant fear. But the central feature of it is hatred

of God and a determination to destroy all Christian principles

Determination, as they say, to destroy uakt*x capitalism from

the earth and God from the sky. When their astronot w flew

around the world he said he did not see God. Their central feature

is the destruction of all religion except the Marxist idiology.
So this force today which is getting control in our country

today which is just hard to reèlize until you examine what is

happening. I was looking in the Bulletin the other night and

I saw the headlines: Hanoi Again Declares Its Willingness to

Negotiate! Isn't that awful-- these wicked Americans won't

negotiate.That Hanoi is again declaring its willingness to

negotiate! You read on down and it says that one of the officials

at Hanoi said at a banquet that as before, he said, we are ready
to talk with the Americans anytime they quite bombing the North

and remove all their forces from Vietnam and stop all agressive
actions against us! All they are ready to do then is to start

talking abouthow glad they are to get rid of us. But this was

given the headline; Hanoi Again Offers to Negotiate! Now who

wrote that headline? Was that a communist there on the Bulletin

staff? I'd say there was one chance in ten there was. But nine

chances out of ten it was probably someone who was brainwashed

by the propaganda. And you see the headlines, you see the articles

that way all the time. There is the constant effort to prevade

our society with ideas that are absolutely contrary to that

and above all contrary to the teaching of the Word of God.

So the Scripture says, Do not I hate them 0 Lord that hate

thee? Am not I grieved with them that rise up against thee? We

must love all men and try to bring them to a knowledge of the truth

and we must seek to avoid personal feelings against those who do

things we personally don't like. We must avoid that spirit of hatred

which is the very center of the communist drive. But we must have

this perfect hatred which the Imprecatory Psalms speak of. Hatred

that sees the forces of evil, that are destroying our nation, that
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